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The OrthoGaiter® selection of stock gaiters have been developed by 

a multidisciplinary team of Healthcare Professionals. This stock range 

of arm and leg immobilising gaiters offers; simplified sizing options 

covering XXS to XL, repeatable fabric colours/patterns and all variants 

are available next working day.

Features: 

The stock gaiters are simple to don and doff utilising an adjustable 

wraparound design with full circumferential hook and loop fastening 

straps which can be trimmed if required. They are fabricated from a 

breathable cotton material and are designed to be worn against the 

skin or over clothing. 

The OrthoGaiter® features three removable stays, the medial and 

lateral are plastic so that they can flex to the contours of the limb, 

whilst a posterior metal stay offers more rigid reinforcement and 

support to help maintain the arm or leg in extension for rehabilitation 

purposes. Provided all stays are removed the gaiters can be machine 

washed at low temperatures.

Available in six repeatable external fabrics as illustrated and finished 

with a grey padded velfoam lining which prevents discolouration and 

offers enhanced comfort. 

The OrthoGaiter® includes two units and each gaiter can be worn on 

either left or right limb if not simultaneously.

Indications For Use:

Any condition where maintenance of knee or elbow extension is 

required. It can be used for control of range of motion in contracture 

management, post-surgery, joint support in rehab sessions, self-

harming and can be worn daytime or overnight.
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Stock Arm & Leg Gaiters

 XX Small 19 15-22 12-18 OG/XXS/P OG/XXS/B OG/XXS/D OG/XXS/A OG/XXS/C OG/XXS/H

 X Small 22 19-25 16-21 OG/XS/P OG/XS/B OG/XS/D OG/XS/A OG/XS/C OG/XS/H  

 Small 26 22-28 17-23 OG/S/P OG/S/B OG/S/D OG/S/A OG/S/C OG/S/H  

 Medium 32 27-33 19-24 OG/M/P OG/M/B OG/M/D OG/M/A OG/M/C OG/M/H

 Large 45 34-42 22-30 OG/L/P OG/L/B OG/L/D OG/L/A OG/L/C OG/L/H

 X Large 50 40-53 23-30 OG/XL/P OG/XL/B OG/XL/D OG/XL/A OG/XL/C OG/XL/H

 Length Top Circ Bottom Circ Product Code
 Size (cm) (cm) (cm) PINK BLUE DENIM ANIMAL CARS HEARTS ARM LEG

Fitting Guide

Blue DenimPink

Cars HeartsAnimal

Fabric Styles Available:


